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Lloyd Wade in his starring role at the 2019 Denver Auto Show.
Reunited with a Clarkair CA-1, similar to the Crawler he operated on New Guinea in WWII, Lloyd shares his history with Frank
1
Scholer and company

From the command post

Commerce City was again a well attended success as was our annual picnic. Amy Barnes is
to be given the entire credit for the picnic—
from procuring the rations for our ever changing number of troops to securing the mess facilities, drafting the cooks, to feeding the mob.
As the very successful Denver Auto Show
fades into MVCC history there are several
people to thank for making this whole event work. The 12 ton M20
Tank Recovery truck was loaned by Eric Engelhard, transportation
donated by Fiore & Sons Construction through the efforts of Lew
Ladwig. Eric also brought the Clarkair CA-1 Crawler/air transportable dozer. Lew brought the M29 Studebaker Weasel. The newly restored 1932/1933 Chevy 1.5ton truck came from Lee LaPerriere.
Fred LaPerriere’s GPA came with the “ultimate jeep accessory”, a
37mm towed anti-tank gun. The M923 “Large Marge” came to the
Show with Jill & Peter Czarnowski. Phil Movish brought Jennifer
Movish and his M998 USMC HMMWV. Phil Curry came with last
year’s monster truck, his M936 5ton wrecker. The Vietnam gun
truck “Grim Reaper” reappeared this year as did Frank Scholer and
his son Kurt . Chris & Kathy Raasch also reappeared in their M1010
ambulance. New to the Show this year was Frank Disney’s
M38A1C complete with 106mm recoilless rifle and HEP rounds.
Ken & Karen Kafka were finally persuaded to come to Denver with
their WWI Nash Quad 2ton. Other folk who volunteered time to the
show: Glade Hill, Frankie Ladwig, Victor Wells, Mike Meier, and
Jim Waldrep.
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Vice president & treasurer’s dispatch
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Fighter Pilots: Cold, steely eyed, weapons systems managers who kill bad people and break things. However, they
can also be very charming and personable. The average
Fighter Pilot, despite sometimes having a swaggering exterior, is very much capable of such feelings as love, affection, intimacy and caring. These feelings just don’t involve
anyone else...
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Chain of command
Phil Movish, President
Residence: 303 388-9364 Cell: 720 413-4626
Email: mvccpres@ outlook.com

Lew Ladwig, vice president
Residence: 303 665-7114

Phil curry, treasurer & web master
Residence: 720 733-1024

Chris raasch, secretary
Residence: 303 798-4494

Ernest Covington, “Od news” editOr
303 777-5096

email: egalecov2@q.com

editOr’s sitrep
The 2019 Denver Auto Show was a success this year because of
the efforts of twenty two MVCC members and close associates. I
should be gratified that this is twice the involvement that we had at
the 2018 Show. I have voiced my desire to see the MVCC host a national convention and been pretty well informed that this is something
we can’t undertake...we are not that organized, we are not an east
coast chapter, takes more commitment than we can muster, club is
not interested - OK. I would like to see the club as something more involved than a bunch of guys & gals with military vehicles that get together for parades. There are tasks within the club that could be done
more fully if the one person doing that task is not named Phil. I actually got Phil Movish to name a task he would like to share - we need an
event scheduler. This person would be the POC for all those folk with
an event that would like the MVCC’s participation and the keeper of
the club’s event calendar. My feeling is that the more tasks that can
be distributed, the stronger our ability will be to plan a large event.
A moment to remember: Malachi Springer, the WWI re-enactor who
was killed last May coming home from “Colorado Remembers” and
Kendrick Castillo, the organizer of the “Rods and Robots” car show at
Highlands STEM School, killed May 7th 2019.
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New arrivals

Ken Kafka’s recently finished 1941 WC3.
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Erick Engelhard’s M20 WWII Tank Transporter was the leviathan of this year’s
Denver Auto Show. The 12 ton 6x4 M20 Diamond T Model 980 truck with a
40,000 lb. capacity Gar Wood winch and the 12 wheel M9 trailer made up the M19
Tank Transporter.

M19 recovering a 27 ton M3 Lee/Grant medium tank. The M4 Sherman medium
tank, at 33.4 to 42 tons, would require the development of the M25 “Dragon
Wag6
on”.

2019 Denver Auto Show

The M19’s pull comes from
this Gar Wood 40,000 lb.
capacity winch.

WWII Clarkair CA-1 Crawler
with bulldozer blade. With the
blade removed this tractor was
air mobile in a CG-4A glider or
C-47 aircraft.
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Lee LaPerriere finished this 1932/1933 Chevrolet 1.5 ton Army truck in
time for this year’s Denver Car Show. The car had been in the family
some forty years; it had been Lee’s high school ride. The Army and the
Civilian Conservation Corp purchased large numbers of these trucks as
the WWI Liberty trucks wore out. The CCC and the Army borrowed
assets from each other; often the Army moved on maneuvers in CCC
Chevys.
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Karen and Ken Kafka and their 1918 Nash Quad 2 ton 4x4.
In WWI the Nash Quads were the Ordnance Dept.’s replacement for
horsepower as the supply of horses was diminished. Karen is wearing a WWI Nurses uniform that she patterned from period photographs. Ken completed this restoration in 2009 in time for the
MVPA’s reenactment of the 1919 Transcontinental Convoy.
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Denver Auto Show 2019 - Ken KafKa’s
1917 nash quad 2ton

And after five years of
restoration...
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Denver auto
show2019
Phil Curry raised
“Old Glory” from
the boom of his
M-936 6x6 5 ton
medium recovery
wrecker. Phil was
winner of the big
truck contest last
year @ 23,000 lbs.,
but lost this year to
Eric Engelhard’s
M20 tank recovery
truck @ 26,650 lbs.
That is Fred LaPerriere’s GPA “Seep”
in the foreground.

Phil Movish exhibited some of his
“American Iron”
this year. His M998
USMC HMMWV is
in good company
with the M-936 and
the Czarnowski’s
M-923 5 ton truck.
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Denver auto show 2019
A last minute change in our allowed space for the Show resulted in very tight parking. Phil Curry engineered the vehicle placement on his computer.
Jill & Peter Czarnowski’s “Large Marge” M923 5 ton shares
space with Chris & Kathy Raasch’s M1010 ambulance.

There are a variety of captions for this picture - Frank & Kurt
brought the 4th ID Tribute Vietnam gun truck “Grim Reaper”,built
on a M35A2.
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Denver Auto show 2019

Fred LaPerriere sharing his extensive
knowledgewith folk (green jacket and campaign
hat). The M3 37mm anti-tank gun was introduced in
1940 and was quickly found ineffective against German tanks. These guns mostly saw service in the
PTO against the lighter Japanese tanks. This gun
ended its useful service in South America.

Fred LaPerriere’s restoration of the GPW became the blue print for most subsequent authentic GPW restorations. The sheet metal
hauls rusted out very quickly after WWII.
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Denver auto show 2019 - franK disney’s
m38a1c
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franK disney’s m38a1c

Frank Disney mounting the M40 106mm recoilless
rifle on his restored the M38A1 jeep.

The M40 plus ammunition adds about 700 lbs. to the
rear of the M38A1; these coil springs are the original
compensation for the added weight.

The M40 recoilless
rifle was a product
of the Vietnam war
that the US replaced with the
TOW anti-tank
missile system.
Originally the M40
was an anti-tank
weapon using a
HEAT round that
could penetrate
400mm of armor;
later increased to
700mm
The USMC Ontos
tracked vehicle had
six M40s and was
used in RVN as a
anti-personnel
weapon firing the
flechette canister
and HEP-T rounds.
Most countries in
the world have had
the M40 in their
weapons inventory.
Recently the M40
was used by antigovernment forces
in the Syrian civil.
war.
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For sale & Ann0uncements

M-151 heater kit installed
in M-37

Dan Davidson and Paul Bukowski invite any MVCC
Members that own WWII vehicles to the 4th Annual
Camp Buko, LOVELAND, CO.,Aug.14-18th, 2019.
There will be a large encampment, Classes (Radios, Weapons, etc,), Food,
Convoys. Event is closed to the public and is a private affair. WWII combat
uniforms will be worn throughout the encampment. Focus of the event is to
have fun and enjoy each others company while respecting history.
Contact Dan Davidson@ wearehappy campers@ yahoo.com or Paul Bukow-

M-43 ambulance Gas Fired Heater, South Wind 978-M. This model
heater was used in other applications; NOS, $125.00.
M-151 Windshield with glass, used, $40.00. Ernie Covington @
egalecov2@q.com.
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Last view

That is Lauren Whitney
with Phil and Fred.
Victor Wells and Peter
Czarnowski blending
with the Nash Quad.
Peter’s uniform is 1916
Punitive Expedition/
Mexican Expedition and
M1917 helmet. Victor
wears a jerkin over another combination of
WWI uniforms. Jerkins
were often worn by
American and British
drivers.
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